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Conformal Invariants in Two Dimensions L 
Harry Levy, Urbana, Illinois. 

(Received February 4, 1938.) 

The conformal geometry of Riemannian spaces has been 
studied by Hlavat^*, Cartan, T. Y. Thomas, Schouten, and others 
who have developed various algorithms for n > 2. In particular, 
Hlavat^1) has found the generalized conformal curvatures of 
a curve. But for n = 2 a single curve has no conformal invariants 
since any two surfaces are conformally equivalent. Here we shall 
obtain some invariants of two or more curves in the two dimensional 
case. 

1. Let Vn and V'n be two Riemannian spaces in conformal 
correspondence so that the coefficients of their linear elements 

ds2 = gXti dxx dx<* ds'2 = g'Xfx dxx dx* (I) 

can be taken in the relation 

g'xv = eg*? (A, /x = 1, 2, . . ., n). (2) 

The reciprocal elements gXfi and the determinant g = | gXlk | (which 
we assume to be different from zero) then satisfy 

s ^ ^ o - V 4 g' = °ng- (3) 
The Christoffel symbols of the second kind, which we designate 

will satisfy the relation *ш 
1 fi 

where ax = gXfi a? and au -= — -r— log o2). 
. * " 2 dx* ° 

We assume that Vn and V'n are analytic so that gXfi and g'Xfl 

l) Zur C o n f o r m g e o m e t r i e , Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, Proc. 88 
(1935), pp. 281, 738, 1006. 

*) Cf. Eisenhart, R i e m a n n i a n G e o m e t r y , Princeton University 
Press (1926), p. 89. 
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(and therefore a too) are continuous and have continuous derivatives 
of all orders. 

Let C be an analytic curve and C" its transform. The unit 
components of the tangent vectors, X\f and X'\f respectively, 
satisfy 

AV = o - * V (5) 
and we obtain by a direction computation that the components 
of the principle normal (if defined) satisfy 

h\ A V = tf-1 (h V + *> V hf — o*),3) (6) 
where kx and k\ are the first curvatures of G and C" respectively. 

From equations (3) we have that a = (g'/g)1^ and therefore that 

a» = ^k£tl08{g'l9)' (7) 

If we eliminate a from (6) by means of (7) we obtain that O 
defined by 

o^Sr^kv + ^ ^ - W J - ^ l o g g r j ' (8) 

is invariant under conformal transformations. 
2. Henceforth we assume n — 2. In this case there is a unique 

direction normal to a given direction, and consequently we must 
have 

A'2 ) '= <x--V (r,* = l,2), (9) 
where the ambiguity in sign can be regarded as incorporated 
in cr~* itself. From (2) and (3) it then follows that 

^ i V » « = r*Vfo , (10) 
and multiplying the right hand sides of (8) and (10) and contracting 
we obtain that the expression IXi defined by 

L-,= ^ ^ + 4-V-|;log?) • \ (") 

is i nva r i an t under conformal t r ans fo rmat ions . 
It will be convenient to write [xr for A2// and simply Xr for X\f 

and 

* = *> V'^-d?* . 
so that (11) may be written 

_ _ _ _ _ Ix = <pk + (prtJi,r. C1 2) 
8) Cf. Modesitt, Some Singular P r o p e r t i e s of Conformal 

T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s b e t w e e n R i e m a n n i a n Spaces , Am. Journ. of 
Hath., 1938. ••' • 
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We obtain a sequence of functions Ia (oc = 1, 2, 3, . . .) from 
(12) by differentiation with respect to the arc s of the given 
curve and multiplication by <p9 

J« = <p^J«--i (<* = 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . ) (13) 

and clearly Ia is (for all values of oc) invariant under conformal 
transformations. We can readily obtain by means of the Frenet 
equations that the values of Ia for oc = 2, 3 are given by 

I* = <P2^-sk + <P<PT*!*'X, (14) 

/3 = Ŝ* + 2 ^ r A f ^ ^ ^ (15) 
+ <PZ (<PT8t + <P<Pt<pTS) A*>3 A*, 

where <pr...tt is obtained from <pr...t by the formal process of 
covariant differentiation with respect to the g's9 

^ = 5?*-< ' • {«} 
etc. 

We can prove by induction that /<-., for an arbitrary value 
of oc9 has an expansion of the following form 

In = y * &(«--) + aa <p*-x cpr A
r &*-*> 

+ {ba <p*~2 (<pr A
f)2 + (c« + 1) <p*-1<pr8 Af A* + <p"-l<pr,f*

r/x' (16) 
+ da<pa^-1<prfi

r k} k*-1 + * 

where a*9 6«, cV9 da are the constants given by 

a. = i - ( * — 2) (* + l), ba=^(oc-\)(oc — 2)(oc — 3) (3* + 4 ) , 

1 l' (17> 
c « = - ^ a ( ^ + l ) (<* —4) , d„ .= — (<x — 3 ) (oc2 — 4), 

and the * represents a polynomial in Af, (xr
9 <p9 <pf9 . . ., <prl...ra> 

ky Jfe\ k\ . . ... £<«-*>. 
We can prove further by induction by means of (13) that 

Ia regarded as a function of /ir, k9 k'9 . . ., A**—1* is an odd function 
of these variables taken together, that is 

L. ( ~ /i', - *, — ft', . . . . — *<—D) = - L. (ft, k, k', . . ., *—->)." 
3. Let C< (i -= 1, 2, 3) be three curves concurrent in a point P0 

of the surface V& and let A*)n be the contravariant components 
of their unit tangent vectors and prf of their unit normal vectors. 
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Choose a positive direction of rotation about P 0 and let 0< be 
the directed angle from /ii+i to .Wi+s.4) 

Three directions at a point in two dimensions are necessarily 
linearly dependent, and it follows directly that the coefficients 
of dependence for the normal directions are the sines of their angles, 
so that 

pif sin 0X + ^2) r sin @* + A*3) sin 0 3 = 0. (18) 

If we write (12) for each of the three curves and evaluate at 
their common point P , multiply each of these three equations 
by the corresponding sin 0t- and add, the terms in fi drop out by 
virtue of (18) and we obtain 

i7/1sin0-=9?2 ,A;sin@. (19) 

The left hand side is invariant under conformal transformations 
and the right under coordinate transformations. We have con
sequently the following theorem: 

If th ree curves C< on a surface are concur ren t arid 
if Ki are the values, a t the i r common point , of the i r 
(geodesic) cu rva tu re s and 0l9 02, 0S t he d i rec ted angles 
from the normals to C2, Ct, Cx to the normals to Ct, Cl9 C2 

• i r 
respect ively , t hen ]fg {kx sin 0 + k2 sin 02 + kt sin 08) is an 
abso lu te conformal i nva r i an t . 

This theorem has a particularly simple geometric interpretation 
in the Euclidean plane; if we assume that kxk2kz^0, the sum 
with which we are concerned differs by a factor from 

B2BZ sin 0X + BxBt sin 02 + BXB2 sin 03, 

where the B's are the radii of curvature, reciprocals of the K's 
and we observe that this expression represents the area of the 
triangle formed by the three centers of curvature. In particular, 
it thfen follows that if t he centers of cu rva tu re for a com
mon poin t of th ree curves in the Euc l idean plane are 
coll inear, t h e y remain coll inear under conforiiial t rans 
format ions of the plane in to itself. 

The above results can be extended by writing in place of (18) 
the linear equations satisfied by the ha and by the products AM. 
Let us assume for the sake of definiteness that the positive direction 

of rotation has been chosen so that the angle from Ai> to fix) is + -3-* 

Then 0 3 and — 02 are the directed arigles from fi\) to jiz) an4 (i% 
respectively and we have that 

4) It is of course understood that by ^ we mean jtfjL-g if fe >• 
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V —c (cos 0 3 faf + sin &zfiiy
r), 

V ^ « ( c o s 0 a V ~ - sin 02/*-/), , J20J 

/*2)f =—sin 0 8 - V + cos ©zfi»
r
9 

(iZ)
r == sin ©2 Ai)r + cos 02fAi)v> 

where e(e) is ± 1 according as A2),/*2) (>*3)>/J3)) and X\), pi) have 
the same or opposite orientation. 

It follows by direct computation, by means of (20), that 

sin ex Ai)r + c sin 02 X2)
r + e sin 0Z XZ)

r == 0 (21) 
arid, denoting by 8 the symmetric part, that is 

S {sin 202 V r V + e sin 202 A2,
f /**)' + * sin 0 8 V/z3) f} = 0. (22) 

We can now write (14) for each of the three curves, multiply 
each 12 by the appropriate ± sin 20 and add the three products. 
The terms in Ap drop out by virtue of (22) leaving 

J,*1) sin 20x + el2& sin 202 + e J2<
3> sin 203 = 

= cp2 (k\ sin 20x + eK\ sin 202 + IK'Z sin 208). 
flence we have the theorem: 

If three curves C< on a surface have a common point 
and if k\ is the value there of the derivative of the 
(geodesic) curvature of Gi with respect to its arc, if 0< 
is the directed angle from the normal to C*+i4) to the 
normal to C<+2 and e and c are + 1 (as above defined), 
then ]/g (k\sin 20x + e&'2sin202 -f ek'z sin 203) is invariant 
under conformal maps of the surface.5) 

4. In the determination of the curvature of a curve an 
ambiguity may arise in the choice of sign. Let us assume that 
we take the (geodesic) curvature as always non-negative and that 
thereby a positive normal is determined in accordance with the 
Frenet equations.') If we introduce normal coordinates a£ P 0 
and find the expansion of the coordinates of the points of a curve 
in a neighborhood of P0 we see that the given curve and its positive 
principal normal lie on the same side of the geodesic tangent at PQ 
to the curve. Hence if two curves are tangent and lie on the same 
side of their common tangent geodesic they have the same principal 
normal whereas if they lie on opposite sides of their common 
tangent geodesic their normals are directed oppositely. 

•) If a conformal transformation of V% into itself interchanges Cx 
and C% and leaves Ct invariant this and the preceding theorem reduce to 
special theorems obtained by Kasner in the plane. Cf. Geometry of 
Conformal Symmetry , Annals of Math., 2nd series, vol. 88 (1937) 
pp. $76—877. 

•) See, for example, Eisenhart, 1. c , p. 106. 
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Suppose C2 and O3 are tangent to each other but not to C1 
and that their tangent vectors have the same direction. Then c 
and e of equations (20) will have the same or opposite signs 
according as C2 and C2 lie on the same or opposite sides of their 
common tangent geodesic. But in either case sin 0X = 0 and 
sin 2@a =-= — sin 203 while sin ©2 = =F sin &z. The preceding 
theorem reduces to the following special case: 

]/g (kx T k2) and ]fg (k\ T k\) are„ absolute conf ormal 
invariants of two tangeirjt curves where the --F is to be 
taken according as the curves lie on the sama or opposite 
sides of their common tangent geodesic. 

The derivation of the result that ]fg fa ^ k2) and ]/g (k\ F̂ '̂2) 
are absolute conformal invariants was communicated to the 
writer by Professor Hlavaty who obtained it by methods only-
different from the above. Others have obtained somewhat similar 
results.7) 

If two curves are tangent and have contact of order h > 1 
either kx = k2> k\ = k\9 . . ., k^*—2> = k2(

h—2> and they lie on the 
same side of their common geodesic tangent so that the positive 
direction of their normals coincide, or kx = &a=- k\= ...=-= &a

(*—2> = 0 
in which case the positive directions of their normals need not 
coincide. It follows from (16) and the remarks in the paragraph 
following (17) that the functions Ia for a -= 1, 2, . . ., h — 1 formed 
for one curve are equal, except possibly for sign, to the corresponding 
functions for the other curve and that the functions J* differ only 
in the first term so that 

I.*<*> T U2) = ^ vV*-1* =F Kih-l}), 
where the ^ sign is to be taken according as the jiormals coincide 
or are oppositely directed. Hence we have the result: 

If two curves have contact of order h^g*^71—1^^—1)) 
is an absolute conformal invariant. 

Equations (14) yield one'final result. If C and C are two 
curves intersecting orthogonally, the pairs of directions Ai)fA) 

7) Cf. Kasner, Conformal Geometry, Proceedings, Fifth Int. 
Cong. 2 (1912) p. 81; Ostrowski, BeruhrungsmaBe, n u l l w i n k l i g e 
Kre i sbogendre i ecke und die Modulfigur, Jahresb. Deut. Math.-
Verein. 44 (1934) p. 56; and Kasner and Comenetz, Conformal Geo
m e t r y of Horn Angles , Proceedings, Nat. Ac. Sciences (Washington) 22 
(1936) p. 303. These writers restrict themselves to conformal transforma
tions of the Euclidean plane into itself and naturally find only the relative 
invariants J^ — k, and h\ — h\. Comenetz, Conformal Geometry on 
a Surface, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 42 (1936) p. 806 extends the results of 
Kasner and Comenetz to surfaces and notes that (h\ — &'i)/(fci— &t)s is an 
absolute invariant. 
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fór G and .̂ 2), II.) for C" differ at mpst in orientation. If they háve 
the samé orientation . 

^1) = ± V>2)> f*l) = T fa) 
whereas the signs are reversed if they háve opposite orientation. 
Writing equations (14) for each of the two curves and adding in 
the first čase, subtracting in the second gives the following theorem: 

If two curves i n t e r s e c t or thogonal ly, ]/g (k\ ± h'2) is 
an absolute conformal invar iant . 8 ) 

Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J., and University 
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 

* 
Konformní invarianty ve dvou dimensích I. 

(Obsah předeš lého článku.) 

Autor nalézá algoritmus, kterým lze sestrojiti konformní 
invarianty křivek na ploše rekurentními formulemi. To mu dovoluje, 
mezi jiným, studovati konformní invarianty dvou křivek na ploše, 
jež v daném bodě mají styk libovolného řádu. 

Konforminvarianten in zwei Dimensionen I. 

(Auszug aus dem v o r s t e h e n d e n Artikel.) 

Der Verfasser findet einen Algorithmus, mit welchem es ge
lingt, die Konforminvarianten der Kurven auf einer Fläche durch 
rekurrente Formeln anzugeben. Dies ermöglicht ihm, die Konform-
invarianten von zwei Kurven zu studieren, wenn sich diese 
Kurven in einem Punkte in beliebiger Ordnung berühren. 

•) Kasner, Annals 1. c. p. 879 shows that in the plane the sign of 
k\ + &'i - s A conformal invariant of a general right angle. . 
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